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From the STIBC Outgoing President’s Laptop

D

By Stefanie Kennell

ear Fellow STIBC Members. As I look back over the last two years as our Society’s President,
I can see that the Society was able to surmount a large number of ongoing issues. The most
worrying was the worsening budget deficit due to rising office rent and operational
expenses (including membership and exam administration), the dysfunctional, outdated software
and legacy system hardware supporting STIBC’s increasingly unwieldy and uninformative website,
clumsy (and unexportable) membership database, and often faulty e-mail service. Last but not least,
we’ve all had to deal with the menace of Covid-19.
I am happy to inform you that, thanks to concerted efforts by STIBC’s Board members and hardworking staff, these problems were confronted successfully; the Society is on much firmer ground.
Some real practical advances have been made in the past couple of years. These five deserve
mention:
1. The renewal of the office lease to February 2023 has ensured that, at least for the time being,
STIBC has a stable, centrally-located base of operations so it can serve its members better
and reach out to organizations and individuals to tell them about the vital nature of the
professional translation and interpretation services available only from the Society’s
members.
2. The shift to the use of digital media and Internet applications, which began even before
Covid-19, first appeared in order to enable far-flung individuals and groups to take part in
meetings. This use has now been expanded so that membership (language and ethics) and
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certification examinations can be offered remotely and a variety of webinars presented to a
wider viewership.
3. The consolidation of STIBC’s banking and merchant services with TD Bank, the switch of our
accounting firm to Kaushal & Co., and the transfer of our website and e-mail services to
Membee and Network Solutions mean that, from now on, the Society’s finances will be more
transparent and our digital communications, both among members and with the public at
large, more professionally administered than previously.
4. The strengthening of STIBC’s connections with other provincial associations and with CTTIC
has opened the way to closer cooperation that will, if it continues, lead to future
improvements in the certification process and in the representation of the translation and
interpretation professions nationwide.
5. The recruiting of staff members who have more specialized skills and experience is already
starting to bear fruit in the form of improved office procedures and membership services,
greater savings, and more effective strategic planning for the Society’s professional and
financial future.
But the Society’s work is far from done. Among the things that I hope STIBC will deliver on in the
years to come are the following:
Educational outreach to various elements of the public (by STIBC members, in coordination with
the Board and staff);
Advocacy (by Board and members) with government agencies and other professional organizations
so that the acknowledgement and use of STIBC’s certified language service providers is built into
the system top to bottom;
Provincial recognition of translation and interpretation as skilled professions which require a clear
path through officially supported training programs and professional apprenticeship (mentoring) to
certification [cf. CBC News, posted June 11, 2021: https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/britishcolumbia/bc-mandatory-certification-trade-workers-1.6062420];
Offering a wider range of webinars and workshops that will introduce new ideas and methods,
discuss various topics, and upgrade existing skills so that STIBC’s members and friends can achieve
certification, take best advantage of the opportunities presented by Internet applications, CAT tools,
developments in AI, or just learn something new;
Increased involvement by individual members in the Society’s financial operations, so that they
function more effectively. You can either participate on the three-person Finance Committee or
serve on the Board of Directors as Treasurer. It is always good when members attending the AGM
are interested in how the Society’s finances work. It’s even better to have members become
personally involved.
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I am particularly interested in members enjoying greater success in achieving certification, since
certification is the public proof that you are one of the best at what you do. Passing the exam is, I
admit, notoriously difficult, but there are ways to make it easier. Mentoring founded on constantly
cultivated knowledge of both languages and real professional practice can help. I urge Certified
Members to make themselves available to mentor their colleagues. But, as I and STIBC’s new
President both believe, another way is through selecting better exam texts, providing better
introductions to examination materials and procedures, and better training and techniques for
markers. I have communicated the concerns of STIBC and our fellow associations across Canada on
this matter to CTTIC. Let’s not give up!
In conclusion, I would like to thank everyone who has communicated with me, either in person or
virtually, during my term as President. I appreciate your interest in the Society’s functioning. Also,
very many thanks to the members of the Board and to all the staff who help to ensure our Society
runs smoothly.
Stefanie Kennell, Ph.D., C.T.
Certified Translator, Greek to English
Past President, STIBC Board of Directors, 2019-2021

An Introduction to STIBC’s new Board of Directors for 2021-2022

F

By Silvia Xalabardé

or those of you who missed the AGM, here is a quick introduction to our newest board
members:

Benjamin Crompton – Benjamin, our new Registrar, is a certified translator from French and
Spanish into English. His main interest is literary translation, and he has recently finished
translating his second novel.
Maryam Golkar – Maryam, our new Secretary, is a certified Farsi <> English translator both at
STIBC and in Iran. She has a PHD in Applied Linguistics and was a university lecturer in Iran. She is
also a former instructor of VCC’s Court Interpreting program.
Rose Wan Jen – Rose, our new Director-at-Large, is a certified Mandarin <> English medical
interpreter. She has a contract with the Translation Bureau and has been an instructor at SFU for six
years.
Trang Angie Nguyen – Trang, our new Vice-President, is a certified Vietnamese <> English court
interpreter as well as a former citizenship judge. She has been working in interpreting for 30 years.
Navdeep Atwal, Stefano Gulmanelli, Tanja Krzman, Khin Tan and Ruoxi (Luke) Yin, half-way
through their two-year terms as Directors-at-Large, and I, Silvia Xalabardé, your new President,
will be continuing our work on the STIBC board this year.
We encourage all members to reach out to us with any feedback or concerns and welcome offers to
contribute to the success of our society.
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Newly Certified Members via CTTIC Exams and On Dossier
he following results, received since April 15, 2021, are final as of the date of publication of this
edition of the STIBC Voice. Any results received after that date will be published in our next
edition.

CTTIC Exams
Translation

Benjamin Crompton:
Maho Harada:
Sara Molavi:
Yuan Tian:
Silvia Xalabardé

French > English
English > Japanese
Farsi > English
Chinese > English
German > English

Congratulations to you all!

Upcoming STIBC Webinars
1. Subtitle Translation for Film & TV - Chinese-English
About the Workshop: Digitally streaming films and other videos has become a major part of our
daily lives, and for translators this opens up many new opportunities. While translating subtitles
can be fun and interesting, it comes with its own challenges, such as colloquialisms, idioms and
cultural incongruity, especially between two vastly different languages like Chinese and English.
This workshop will focus on subtitle translation from Chinese to English, with practical exercises
from a variety of categories of film and television.
When: July 21, 2021 (Wednesday), 5:00-7:00 p.m.
About the Instructor: Nick Angiers is a freelance Chinese-English translator based in Vancouver.
Nick has been translating for film and TV on a part-time basis and just recently decided to take the
plunge and go full-time. When he is not translating, he’s probably playing board games, running,
hiking or kayaking, or learning hobby languages (currently Japanese and Vietnamese). He hopes to
be able to add travelling to that list soon.
Price: STIBC Members: $40, Members of other translation/interpreting associations: $60.
2. Literary Translation
About the Workshop: In this workshop, Arianna will provide a series of techniques for dealing
with problems of literary translation, whatever the original language. Among the topics covered are:
preparing to translate; dealing with the author (if alive); style, tone, and voice; dialects,
regionalisms and wordplay; footnotes and pitfalls; foreignization vs. domestication; terminology
and useful tools.
When: August 6, 2021 (Friday), 5:30-7:00 p.m.
About the Instructor: Arianna Dagnino is a writer, literary translator, and academic researcher.
After earning a Ph.D. in Comparative Literature at the University of South Australia, she was
awarded a SSHRC postdoctoral fellowship to do research on bilingual writing and self-translation at
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the University of Ottawa/School of Translation. She currently teaches Italian Studies at the
University of British Columbia in Vancouver.
Arianna has translated and published books—both in Italian and English—of fiction and creative
nonfiction. She self-translated into English the post-apartheid novel, The Afrikaner (Guernica
Editions, Toronto), set between South Africa and Namibia, the creative non-fiction work The
Istanbul Quintet (Il Quintetto d’Istanbul, Ensemble, Rome), and a collection of poetry, Seaborn Eyes,
(under contract).
Price: STIBC Members: $45, Members of other translation/interpreting associations: $65.
3. Language-specific workshop – Arabic to English
About the Workshop: This webinar will touch on the uniqueness of documents originating from
Arab countries, and the main differences between Arabic and English. It will cover, among other
things: inconsistencies in names of the same person in different documents, the importance of using
the English spelling of names taken from official documents, the lack of punctuation in Arabic,
paying attention to different usage/meaning of words in different regions of the Arab world, and
avoiding thinking in Arabic when writing for English readers.
When: August 18, 2021 (Wednesday), 5:00-7:00 p.m.
About the Instructor: After graduating with an Economics-Political Science degree from the
American University in Cairo, Riadh first worked as a Translator/Editor at UAE News in Abu Dhabi.
He then worked for 12 years as a Press Officer with a major oil company in the UAE, before
immigrating to Canada. In Canada, he has worked for over thirty years in private business and real
estate. He also works as a translator and publishes an Arabic/English monthly newspaper for the
Arab Community.
Price: STIBC Members: $40, Members of other translation/interpreting associations: $60.
4. Sentences with Style
About the Workshop: We all know that rearranging a sentence can make it sharper and stronger.
Here's a chance to brush up on that skill. The study of classic syntax (word order) may have gone
the way of foolscap and fountain pens, but it has a lot to teach us about clarity, emphasis, and
rhythm. In this workshop/webinar, we'll dust off the most intriguing old-school syntax techniques
and explore how they can punch up your copy.
When: August 25, 2021 (Wednesday), 5:00-7:00 p.m.
About the Instructor: Frances Peck, BA, MA, is a writer and Certified Professional Editor (Hon.)
who works on material ranging from manuals and websites to technical documents and reports.
Most of her clients are in the government, corporate, non-profit and association sectors. She has
taught at the University of Ottawa, Simon Fraser University and Douglas College, and gives editing
and writing workshops across Canada. Frances prepared the Canadian edition of The St. Martin's
Workbook, co-authored the HyperGrammar website and wrote Peck's English Pointers, an e-book
published by Canada's Translation Bureau. She is a long-time member of Editors Canada and an
affiliate with West Coast Editorial Associates.
Price: STIBC Members: $45, Members of other translation/interpreting associations: $65.
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Interview Series X: ATIO’s New President, Pency Tsai
By Angela Fairbank
2. Please provide a brief synopsis of your
education—including language education—
and background related to how you came to
be a Community Interpreter specifically.
For example, immersion in foreign
countries and culture, university education,
mentorship/menteeship, internship, etc.

© Pency Tsai

1. Translator, Terminologist, Interpreter—
which of these three professions do you
identify with and what is/are your language
combination(s)?

I

see myself as an Interpreter, first and foremost,
although the Translator hat is something that all
Interpreters should be putting on regularly. My
languages of interpretation are English, Mandarin,
and Taiwanese. I also translate from English to
Chinese (Traditional and Simplified) and vice versa.

I received my MBA in Michigan and after a few
years in the corporate world, my passion for
language worked itself back into my life. After
arriving in Canada, down on my luck, I was saved
by my language skills. I enrolled in a Community
Interpreter Training course and went all-in. Over
the years, I’ve continued to work on my skills
through education and workshops, receiving a
diploma in General Interpreting from York
University in 2014. In my early days in the field,
taking on assignments throughout the community
brought me joy as I met people from all walks of
life. My favourite memory is that of a young boy, no
older than five, who thanked me for my
interpretation by giving me his most treasured
penny. He let me in on a secret: I couldn’t spend it
because it was plastic. To this day, that lucky penny
has followed me everywhere. Working with the
community has been my lifeline and has brought
many unexpected rewards. That is what makes
interpreting so satisfying.

3. How long have you been working in your chosen profession?
More than 13 years.

4. Are you currently working in-house or as a freelancer? If you have had experience in both
types of employment, which do you prefer?
I am a freelancer. I have had experience working in-house and the breadth of the work I encountered was
invaluable. Learning the ins-and-outs of ISO 9000 processes through translation and interpretation has stayed
with me to this day as the research involved when I take on certain assignments is crucial to performing well or
submitting great work! That being said, there is nothing better than being a freelancer. The freedom and
general sense of being in control of one’s own destiny is so fulfilling, I wouldn’t trade it for the world.

5. Where do you currently exercise your profession?
I am based in Toronto, Ontario.
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6. Are you certified in your profession? If so, by which certification organization(s), and for
how long have you been certified now? If you are certified, once you became certified, did you
notice your income increase slightly, moderately or substantially?
I have been an ATIO-Certified Community Interpreter in English/Chinese since 2019 and recently joined STIBC
as an affiliate member.

7. What have been some of the highlights of your career so far?
I don’t really know what I would consider a highlight. Looking back, I’ve seen the phases I’ve gone through and
the hurdles that I’ve had to overcome to move on. In the beginning, I suppose interpreting for expecting
mothers at Lamaze classes comes to mind as a highlight.
Taking on a Taiwanese case the first time I was called in at the Immigration and Refugee Board would have to
be the next significant stage of my growth as an interpreter. The feedback I received from the auditor was
really the first time I had ever had my work vetted (and my dad would be proud, I actually do speak the
language). The confidence that has come with taking on varied and unexpected assignments at the Board is
something I am forever grateful for and definitely helped me when I set my sights on becoming a court
interpreter for the Ministry of the Attorney General.
I guess all that bingeing of Forensic Files seasons worked because the first time I saw a photo of a dead body in
court, I wasn’t fazed a bit when I had to interpret for the expert witness. That would have to be a highlight I had
been looking forward to up to that point.
Among all of this, I would have to say that the highlight of my career would be the many great friends and
mentors I have had the opportunity to meet and work with over the years. I really feel motivated when I see
wonderful professionals all over the world who share the same passion and have that same drive. It’s humbling
but it also pushes you to become better because you know there’s room for improvement. To this end, I must
thank the American Translators Association for bringing many people into my life while I was helping out at
the Chinese Language Division (CLD). Being a speaker at their annual conferences has been a privilege and
serving as Administrator for the CLD was an honour.
Becoming an ATIO-Certified Community Interpreter was my next personal highlight. It led to my joining the
Board as Director for Community Interpreters back in 2019. It has been an interesting period and I look
forward to many more highlights as I move along on this journey.

8. Have there been any particular challenges in your profession you would like to share with
our readers?
I feel that sometimes other parties don’t understand the complete dynamics of the interpreter relationship to
the proceedings before them. It is up to us as interpreters to educate when something is not right. Too often, I
see timidness take over and that leads to issues. The interpreter is the most important person in that room, be
it in-person or virtual. Without the interpreter, the show cannot go on. I often see other parties brush off the
interpreter or challenge the interpreter because they don’t hear what they want to hear. There are those who
step back and let it get to them, and you can see their confidence fade away. Rather we should stand up and
self-assuredly announce the reason for the interpretation. Participants need to think of the interpreter as a
necessary communication channel for everything to work properly. Everyone needs to understand that it is in
their best interest to have all of their resources work optimally, and an adversarial mindset when working with
an interpreter is disadvantageous to all participants involved. Interpreters need to speak up to command
respect. Part of the reason for this line of thinking is that many of them have probably encountered really poor
interpreters. Not having properly qualified interpreters working in the field is probably the biggest challenge in
our profession.

9. What advice do you have for colleagues who are just starting—or thinking of starting—
today?
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I think resilience is important for community interpreters. Having a thick skin is definitely a bonus because you
will face many hurdles. Not being prepared is the biggest thing to knock your confidence, so I would put that at
the top of the list. While working experience is the best asset for retaining information, you still need to nail the
foundations of interpreting in order to put your best foot forward. Having taken a community interpreter
trainer course in Maryland, I was quite amazed to get an overall picture of what someone needs in order to
build that base of knowledge. Formal education or training is definitely recommended.
One thing I would like to share with those who are thinking of starting would be that interpreting is not for
everyone. Being able to speak a foreign language doesn’t mean you can be an interpreter. An interpreter has to
do the following things well: listen, understand, process, analyze, translate, and then speak – and do so almost
simultaneously. I haven’t even talked about taking notes or being assertive enough to take control of situations,
not to mention containing your emotions. All this multitasking makes interpreting what it is and for those who
do it day in, day out, kudos to you. Interpreting is really rewarding and you’ll find it very meaningful, so just
keep at it and keep learning.

10. You have recently become President of ATIO—Association of Translators, Terminologists
and Interpreters of Ontario—congratulations! Could you please tell us a little bit about the
association—i.e. how many members it has, when it was founded, and please feel free to
mention any particular achievements made during your time within the board of ATIO to help
it grow and what challenges, if any, still need to be met?
Thank you. It has been a whirlwind of activity for the past little bit. ATIO is the oldest organization of
translators, conference interpreters, court interpreters, terminologists, community interpreters, and medical
interpreters in Canada. It dates back to 1920 when it was known as the Association technologique de langue
française d’Ottawa and has operated under its current name since 1962. Currently, there are approximately
1,000 members.
While it is still fairly early days, our current team and Board of Directors are looking ahead to moving the
association forward in the post-pandemic world. Efforts are being made to run a few projects aimed at raising
public awareness about Certification, promoting ATIO membership, and building a more cohesive membership
community. Stay tuned …

11. You are also an affiliate member of STIBC. Thanks for joining! Could you let us know why
you decided to become an affiliate member of STIBC and what the advantages are for someone
to be a member of more than one member society under the CTTIC umbrella?
The pandemic has changed the way we work. Borders are no longer barriers, being physically together is a
thing of the past, and the mention of different time zones has now been relegated to the interesting small talk
side of meetings. I’ve been curious to find out how members can utilize their connection to our national society.
What better way to see why this would be beneficial than to join a sister provincial organization? Of course,
everything involves getting the word out there and, of course, my experience would be different from others.
But having a national society of like-minded professionals definitely comes with benefits. It’s just a matter of
dipping into the pool and seeing where it leads.

12. Is there anything I missed that you would like to add?
No, I think your questions cover quite a lot. Thank you.

Angela Fairbank, M.A., C.T.
STIBC-Certified Spanish to English Translator
ATA-Certified French to English Translator
Past Registrar, STIBC Board of Directors, 2019-2021
STIBC Voice Editor, 2019-2021
CTTIC Vice-President, 2019-2021
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Etiquette and Tips for Reviewing Translations

R

By Silvia Xalabardé

eviewing or editing translations can be a natural transition for translation professionals as they
advance in their career. Some people love reviewing because it can be rewarding to give a text
the final touches it needs to ensure that it is perfect while others hate it, often because of lowquality translations and having to battle it out with translators who insist their
interpretation/wording/adaptation was better anyway.
In order to avoid the worst editing pitfalls, it’s important to ascertain the general quality of the
translation before taking on the job. I have personally learned this the hard way. A couple of times
early on in my career, in the middle of a busy day, I would just glance over a translation and agree to
edit it, only to find, much too late, that the quality was extremely poor. At that point, I only had myself
to blame and had no choice but to soldier on, often spending longer on the project than I would have if
I had translated it from scratch. Rather than making the text perfect, I often felt I was rescuing it from
total disaster.
That said, if you work with reputable agencies and businesses, they likely have a majority of good
translators that produce generally good work, and this is where an editor can really make a
translation shine. However, a delicate balance has to be struck between over- and under-reviewing.
Under-reviewing is pretty self-explanatory and happens when the editor doesn’t pay enough
attention to details and misses things that should have been picked up. Over-reviewing, on the other
hand, often occurs because an editor feels they have to justify their pay by providing the client with an
impressive number of changes, or because they have trouble letting go of their own stylistic
preferences.
Bear in mind that many projects are returned to the translator for them to look over. While getting a
file full of track changes in red might impress an inexperienced client and make them feel they got
their money’s worth, this is a losing strategy and creates a lot of additional work. Moreover, it can be
very discouraging for the translator, and may make them look bad in front of their client. To help you
decide when a change is worth making, I use what I call the “debate test.” In a nutshell, it goes like
this: if you think it would be obvious to almost any competent reader that your change is a significant
improvement, then by all means, go ahead and make the change. On the other hand, if you can imagine
a debate, that is, if some readers might say it makes no difference at all, or even that the translator’s
version is better, you should honour the translator’s work and not make the unnecessary change.
In terms of semantic errors to keep an eye out for, a common one is related to misunderstanding
idioms and expressions. I have seen “come to a head” translated as if it meant “come to mind,” and
sometimes idioms are translated literally (“mind your own onions”), even when they don’t really
make sense in the target language. It’s as if the translator were saying, “Well, that’s what it says. My
hands are tied!” This is more likely to happen when companies use inexperienced translators and rely
on you, the editor, to identify any serious problems.
Most errors, however, are related to the smaller details of a text. As an editor, you should pay
attention to small things that are easy to overlook. I’m referring to things like punctuation, which is
often used inconsistently in things like lists and bullet points, and terminology, which should also be
consistent throughout the text. In addition, you should keep a close eye on the original and be on the
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lookout for missing content (words, sentences, or even paragraphs), as well as spelling mistakes that
might not have been picked up by the spellchecker (for English, things like “lose/loose” and
“advice/advise” seem to be particularly problematic). It’s also important to check the accuracy of
numbers and dates; sometimes they are the most crucial part of the message and even if the flow of
the text is beautiful, the wrong number in the wrong place can be a serious problem.
Finally, praise the translator if they deserve it. Most reviewers are all too happy to share horror
stories, but many of us have also come across top-quality translations, where we might correct a
couple of extra spaces between words and that is that. If this is the case, rather than looking for
problems or rephrasing things just to have something to show for your work, let the client or agency
know what a good job the translator did. Undoubtedly, both your client and the translator will thank
you for it (and you will get translation karma points!).
Silvia Xalabardé, M.Sc., C.T.
Certified Translator, Spanish <> English, Italian>English, German>English
Outgoing Vice-President, STIBC Board of Directors, 2020-2021
Incoming-President, STIBC Board of Directors, 2021-2023

How to Format Like a Ninja

T

By Benjamin Crompton

ranslation looks pretty simple from the outside: take a bunch of words from one language and
ship them into the other (and then cash enormous cheques, of course). However, translators
often have to wear a number of hats that go well beyond the words: marketer, PR manager, HR
manager, accountant and webmaster, among many others. One hat that often gets neglected is that of
the formatter.
If you only ever use CAT tools, or translate blocks of text without formatting, then this article may not
be for you. However, if you find yourself translating immigration documents, academic documents or
anything else that requires formatting, then this article is for you!
I will share a few tips and tricks to get you started from the ground up. You likely know how to do
many of these operations by clicking on menus. What this article will (hopefully) add to your arsenal
is knowledge of basic keyboard shortcuts in Word. Enjoy!
1) Inserting a table the easy way: In a fresh Word document, press the following keys, one at a time
(don’t hold down “Alt”): Alt + N + T + I. You should end up with some choices about columns and
rows. Just put in the number “3” for the number of columns, then press “Tab”, which will move you
to the number of rows, press “1”, and then press “Enter”. You should end up with a table that looks
like this:

2) Adding cells below: Now, click in the middle cell and then tap (but don’t hold) “Alt” again.
Because you are in a table, you now have the option of changing the layout by pressing J + L. Now
have a close look at the little boxes and you should see one that says “BE”. After you type in “BE”,
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another row should appear below your table. So, the full command would be Alt + J + L + B + E. Et
voilà!

3) Adding text in the top left cell: First, let’s click inside the top left cell of the table and write the
following: “University of British Columbia”. In order to make the top left column smaller, first
highlight the top row (this step is important), then hover over the border between the two upper
left cells, then click and drag it to the left.
4) Shortcut for making text bigger & smaller: Let’s say your table looks like this now:
University
British
Columbia

of

It’s a good start, but I want to make the text smaller. Just highlight the words, press and hold “Ctrl”
and then press the “[” key. This will decrease the size of the text by one point. “Ctrl” + “]” will
increase it.
5) Merging cells in a table: You can merge the two bottom right cells by highlighting them and
pressing (without holding) the following keys: Alt + J + L + M. Do this process slowly and keep
your eye on the ribbon at the top of the document as you press each letter. You will be able to see
what each shortcut key represents. Now click into the right bottom cell and write the words
“TRANSCRIPT OF GRADES”. Next, press and hold “Ctrl” and then the letter “R” to right-justify the
words (“Ctrl” + “L” will left-justify, and “Ctrl” + “E” will center-justify.
University of
British Columbia

TRANSCRIPT OF GRADES
6) Grid lines: Let’s add another row to the bottom of the table. Click in the last row of the table and
then click (without holding): Alt + J + L + B + E. When that’s done, try clicking (and holding) “Ctrl”
and then the letter “Y”. This will redo your last action, no matter what it was (in this case, because
your last action was to add a row, an additional row will be added). Your Table should now look
something like this:
University of
British Columbia

TRANSCRIPT OF GRADES

7) Adding and removing grid lines: Now let’s add the following word to the cell beneath the
“TRANSCRIPT OF GRADES”: “[Signature]. Split the bottom right cell into three by clicking in it and
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then typing (without holding) the following keys: Alt + J + L + P + 3 + Enter. Our final step is to get
rid of the grid lines. So highlight the whole table and hit (without holding) Alt + H + B + N. In order
to make the top border of the cell beneath the signature appear, click inside the cell below
“Signature” and press (without holding) Alt + H + B + P. Your final product should look something
like this:
University of
British Columbia

TRANSCRIPT OF GRADES

[Signature]
Obviously, there’s a lot more to it than this, but hopefully these tips have been food for thought. Learning
keyboard shortcuts is kind of like learning how to type with ten fingers: it’s difficult at first, but will pay off
big time in the end.

Benjamin Crompton, C.T.
Certified Translator, Spanish > English, French>English
Incoming Registrar, STIBC Board of Directors 2021-2023

Literary Translation—A New Challenge?

H

By Angela Fairbank

ave you ever experienced a lull in commercial translation work and started thinking about your
next challenge? Around September 2020 I was, and I happened to come across an article on my
LinkedIn feed about how to get into literary translation.

Why might you find literary translation appealing as a change of pace? First of all, and perhaps most
importantly, it will get your creative juices flowing. For some of us certified translators, our income is
derived from commercial translation only—certified translations: birth, marriage and death certificates,
educational diplomas and transcripts, medical reports, powers of attorney, etc. etc. in which we can’t be
creative because we must above all be accurate and precise. We might start to get a little bored and find
our creativity becoming stifled.
However, by personally choosing a book to translate, you get to work on text you might actually want to
read (well, at least that’s the goal)! Moreover, you can usually set your own deadlines so it’s stress-free
work (or almost). It’s also something you can continue do after you officially retire
from certified translation work … perhaps whilst relaxing on a sandy beach under a
palm tree in the Caribbean or on your balcony on an around-the-world cruise …
The drawbacks to literary translation are that it (usually) doesn’t pay as well as
commercial translation and in general, I am told, it’s fairly hard to find books to
translate. I decided to do some homework, i.e. read a few more articles and attend a few
more webinars and in doing so, noted down the following tips:
1. The first place to look for a book to translate is the public domain, i.e. books for which copyright has
expired. If you are translating from English, you might start with Project Gutenberg www.gutenberg.org, a
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repository of some 60,000 books. It’s a U.S. site so you may want to read the fine print to double check that
the copyright expiry of the book you want to translate is also valid for Canada. However, if copyright has
expired, you are free to translate it, self-publish your translation and self-market it.
If you translate into English, check out the public domain site of one or more countries of your source
language and see what books are available. For France, for instance, have a look at www.frenchrights.com.
2. A second option is to make direct contact with an author whose books you like. Selfpublished authors are your best bet as they usually won’t have signed away any of their
rights to conventional publishers. You can ask them directly if you may purchase the
translation rights of your chosen book—some of them may even offer the translation
rights for free! If you do decide to do this, you should have a contract clarifying exactly
what your rights entail. For instance, will you be allowed to translate the author’s book
from English to Spanish for the entire Spanish-speaking world or only for, say, Mexico?
3. A third option is to contact a publisher who publishes the types of books you like. Let them know you
are a translator and are interested in translating books for them. Hint: Try to find the specific person
dealing with foreign rights or acquisitions at the publishing firm.
Once you have a book and a publisher picked out, your next tip would be to have a look at the sample
contract at Pen.org. (https://pen.org/a-model-contract-for-literary-translations/)
and negotiate terms with the publisher. You might not get them to agree to all that the
contract suggests, but if they agree to your top two or three choices, it’s a good start.
Hint: The Pen.org website also lists publishers of works in translation
(https://pen.org/publishers-of-works-in-translation/).
4. Last but certainly not least, in Canada, the Canada Council for the Arts offers
funding
grants
for
translations,
see
https://canadacouncil.ca/funding/grants/arts-acrosscanada/translation. They even publish rates for translation: which range from CDN$0.18 to $0.25 per
word!
Before you get around to trying out any of these suggestions yourself, you may well decide that in order
for publishers—and authors—to take you seriously, you should get a few literary
translations under your belt first. But how can you do this? Isn’t it a bit of a chicken-egg
scenario? Not necessarily.
You could give Babelcube (https://www.babelcube.com/) a try. It’s a platform often
mentioned in blogs and webinars that matches translators with, generally, selfpublished authors (i.e. let’s admit it, those who can’t afford to pay translators). But the
firm warning here is: don’t expect to make any money. It’s a free platform and far from
perfect, but if you do decide to sign up with them, you will gain some valuable experience working with
authors and perhaps even gain a portfolio on the way.
To explain the money situation: Babelcube works on a royalties basis. For each e-book sold (and since ebooks don’t sell for very much, think an average of $2.99 per book) the proceeds are divided up among the
author, the translator and Babelcube.
Apart from the money aspect, don’t expect that everything you see on the site is a great work of literature
either. Again most of these are self-published authors with little money and thus haven’t even had an
editor or proofreader go through their original work. However, joining is easy and costs nothing. You
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simply register on the site, put in your information and search for books on the Babelcube platform in
your source language(s). You’ll find cook books, short stories, travel novels, romances, science fiction,
children’s books, mysteries and thrillers galore. However, if the aforementioned categories are not your
cup of tea, there are also esoteric books, religious books, how-to manuals, lots and lots of fantasy and even
erotica.
After choosing your book, check on the author’s page to find out whether it’s available
for translation into your language, then send an offer to the author through the
Babelcube platform to translate it. This will require you to submit a translation of a
sample passage that the author has supplied (about 200 words). In your offer you will
specify how long you will take to translate the first ten pages and how long you will
take to translate the entire book. These are deadlines you set for yourself and can be as
long as you see fit. Of course be reasonable. The author might turn you down if you said
five years! You can also team up with another translator on the Babelcube platform and
have them edit your translation after you’ve completed it. Then both of your names will
appear in the credits.
As soon as the author accepts your or your team’s offer, you will receive a Babelcube contract to sign. Read
through it and you will see it includes the deadlines you set in your offer. Once you sign the contract—
electronically on Babelcube’s platform—you will receive a link to download the book
manuscript and extra material that will appear on the translated book’s cover and title
page.
Of course, once you receive the manuscript and read it through, you may decide the
book is not for you after all, and you can cancel the contract without any penalty.
However, be advised that any book translations that you cancelled will appear on your
Babelcube public profile page for future authors to see, so you wouldn’t want to do that too often as it will
count against you. Choose your books carefully and wisely.
Another piece of advice: There will be hits and misses. Sometimes you won’t receive a
reply to your offer. Authors have a couple of weeks to reply and if they don’t, Babelcube
will notify you that your offer has expired and you are free to offer to translate another
book. Don’t take it badly. Learn from it and try again. It could mean the author is no
longer checking his offers, or no longer wants the book to be translated, and is no
reflection on you or your experience. Although many authors are looking for legitimate
translators who have the target language as their native language, others won’t even be
able to check your translation anyway as they don’t speak or read your language!
After submitting your translation of the first ten pages by the deadline you
proposed, wait for the author to accept it and then you can continue translating the
rest of the book. Once your final translation is uploaded and accepted, the author
will provide comments on it on your public profile and award you stars out of a total
of 5.
Babelcube then publishes your translated book as an e-book and sends it out to its
distributors. It will notify you when it has done so as well as once it’s available for
sale at each of its distributors’ sites. The author’s name will be on the front and back
covers while your name will be on the title page under the author’s name as well as
on the copyright page. Unfortunately, Babelcube does not do any marketing so it is up to you and the
author to market your translation.
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If you enjoy literary translation, it’s a great way to get your name out into the public! If you do decide to
take a leap into literature, whichever method you choose out of the options I’ve mentioned, good luck to
you!

Angela Fairbank, M.A., C.T.
STIBC-Certified Spanish to English Translator
ATA-Certified French to English Translator
STIBC Voice Editor, 2019-2021
CTTIC Vice-President, 2019-2021
Translator of 8 books published by Babelcube since September 2020 with two more coming soon.

WorkSafe BC Insurance

D

By Navdeep Atwal

ear Friends and Colleagues, I would like to share some information about WorkSafe BC, which
you should all find useful. As independent contractors and self-employed entrepreneurs,
translators and interpreters can actually buy coverage under Workers Compensation Act based
on your income and the affordability and coverage you need. Whether you are working as an
interpreter with the Ministry of the Attorney General, PLS or other independent agencies, as a homebased translator, full-time or part-time, or as a self-employed contractor, you can enrol yourself as an
employer for insurance coverage against a wide variety of ailments and health conditions. This
includes, but is not limited to: Covid-19, stress-related issues, soft-tissue injuries, carpal-tunnel
syndrome, back pain, and various strains and sprains.
I know that most of the time our jobs don’t involve high-risk activities, but it’s better to have coverage
if and when you need it. And most importantly, it doesn’t cost much and you don’t need to provide any
proof of income for coverage under $60,000 per year. For example, for about $63/year you can get
coverage for $2,500/month income; or for about $126/year you can get coverage for about
$5,000/month income in the case of a workplace injury or condition. Yes, it is that economical! But
don’t forget taxes, as it will be considered income if you do apply for insurance from WorkSafe BC.
For a translator, your home office is your workplace, just like a hospital or a courthouse is for an
interpreter. I urge you to check it out. With experience and a claims-free history, the premiums are
reduced every year. Enrolment is easy and the staff is very helpful. Have a look at their website,
https://www.worksafebc.com/en, scroll down to “Employers” and click “Apply for Coverage” under
“Insurance” or read about their premiums and classifications. Translating and Interpreting Services
are bunched together under classification code 762040. If you would rather talk to a person, you can
call Employer Services Centre at 604-244-6181 or Toll free at 1-888-922-2768 during regular office
hours.
I am sure you will find this information useful and well worth it. Thank you and stay safe, my friends.
Navdeep Atwal
Punjabi<>English Certified Court Interpreter and Certified Translator
STIBC Board Member, Director-at-Large (2019-2022)
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Birth Announcement
By Natalia Terekhova
Angela Fairbank, co-editor of this edition of the STIBC
Voice, asked Natalia to give our readers a little
background about how she came to Canada, how she
got into translation and how she became certified. Here
is her story:
“I came to Canada from Russia to do an M.A. in
Linguistics at the University of Saskatchewan. During
my studies, I had the opportunity to start freelance
translation and interpretation as extra income and fell
in love with it! I then began to look for more
opportunities in the profession and realized that
certification is the highest level of mastery in
translation. As soon as I discovered this, I decided to
become certified. I joined ATIS (Association of
Translators and Interpreters of Saskatchewan) as an
Associate Member and started working toward
certification. I loved being involved and making a
difference (I was also active as a student), so I joined
the ATIS board as a Secretary, where I stayed for a
year.

Photo © www.instagram.com/elena_lis_photo

N
photo!

atalia Terekhova, STIBC member, announces the
birth of her baby girl, Daria, born on June 8,
2021. Congratulations and what a gorgeous

After graduation, my husband and I moved to
Vancouver for a work opportunity he had. I joined
STIBC but have remained a member of ATIS as well, as
it keeps me connected to Saskatchewan and provides
me with more translation opportunities. Three years
later, in 2019, I was ready for a certification exam. It
wasn’t as scary as I had thought: I successfully passed
at my first try!

I am now certified in three language combinations and work as a translator full-time. I enjoy the flexibility, being
able to work even with my newborn. I also volunteer as Secretary on the CTTIC (Canadian Translators,
Terminologist and Interpreters Council) board. I lead the Certification Best Practices Committee where I have
learned a great deal about translation practices across Canada. Being on the board for me means being involved in
the future of the profession I love.”

Natalia Terekhova, M.A., C.T.
Certified Translator Russian <> English, Ukranian > English
Secretary, CTTIC Board (2019-2021)
Some CTTIC board positions will be available in November. Why not get involved with your national translation
and interpretation council?
All STIBC members are welcome to announce their births and marriages in the STIBC Voice. Come and
introduce yourself like Natalia did so we can all learn more about our members and how they became
Translators or Interpreters. We all have a story (or two) to tell.
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The STIBC Voice is Calling All Members!

T

he STIBC Voice, published four times a year (January, April, July and October), is looking for
contributions that relate to the translation and interpretation industries locally, nationally,
and internationally.

Author-members eager to share new ideas, sources of inspiration, proposals for improvement, and
experiences of interest to colleagues and friends are invited to submit news items, articles,
announcements or illustrated essays that fit into the following framework:
News Items and Announcements (50–200 words)
Brief notices about events, issues and projects relevant to STIBC.
Feature Articles (500–800 words)
Longer pieces that entertain, enlighten and compel
 discussing one or more topics of interest in depth;
 sharing knowledge, for example professional experiences, implementation efforts in markets
or tips and tricks;
 offering new perspectives on current global issues affecting our profession, such as
migration, citizenship and technological change;
 reflecting on technical and linguistic matters, educational issues, regulatory perspectives, etc.
Submissions should include a title, the author’s name and date (section headings optional). The use
of images (paintings, sketches, photos, tables and/or sidebars) for illustration and emphasis is
encouraged.
All contributed material must comply with the ethical principles and standards of professional
conduct set out in the STIBC Code of Ethics (see the Bylaws, Part 14).
Please send all texts (.doc, .docx, or .rtf files, double-spaced 12-point standard font, basic formatting)
and images (.jpg or .png files) to the STIBC Voice Editor at voice-editor@stibc.org
All articles selected for publication will be edited for content (including length, if they exceed the
recommended word count and space is tight), spelling and grammar.
Contributions are welcome at any time throughout the year, but…

THE SUBMISSION DEADLINE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE NEXT ISSUE IS
Friday, October 1, 2021.
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o suggest ideas for articles or to ask about any other details, please contact the STIBC Voice
Editor at voice-editor@stibc.org.

Please note: Certified Members are reminded that each article they contribute that is accepted for
publication in the Voice is eligible for 1 CE credit under the Continuing Education Chart
subscription/contribution category, which allows a maximum of 5 credits in this category per year.
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